Energy Construction & Utilities
California Community Colleges
Workforce & Economic Development
Engage. Enroll. Employ.

The ECU Sector meets the challenges posed by societal needs and legislative requirements
through a diverse portfolio of innovative programs and strategies spanning the breadth of ECU
industries: facility management, automation, HVACR, lighting, and more. Our Communities
of Practice embed regionally-based industry and faculty collaboration to inform curriculum
development, meet business needs, optimize the effectiveness of our programs, and maximize
the hirability of our students.

4,538 Degrees
and Certificates
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85 Colleges in
23 Programs
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Building Automation Highlights

Facility Management Highlights

Annual Demand in California
for 35,000 Workers
Requiring Automation Skills

500 Jobs Posted Daily
in Los Angeles for
Building Automation Jobs
Requiring 0-2 Years Experience

When Doing What Matters...

...Matters

When Trina Lujano began exploring a career
change, she needed to look no further than
the Facilities Management program at
Chaffey College. Captivated by the pathway
and industry opportunities, Lujano quickly
immersed herself – and within a year was
serving as President of the Chaffey College

IFMA Student chapter, garnering recognition
during IFMA’s national convention and as
an industry ambassador across the state.
“Bringing the insight from industry into
the colleges is a difference-maker and is
sparking interest in careers students never
thought were possible.”

Key Initiatives
Building
Automation

Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning &
Refrigeration

Automation and the Internet
of Things are quickly becoming foundational to traditionally mechanical disciplines;
tomorrow’s technicians must
be prepared. In partnership
with statewide industry leaders, core automation curriculum fundamentals are being
developed and integrated early
within existing pathway programs – from robotics to
water management. This initiative integrates common
competencies, many of which exist in today’s programs,
into an Automation skills gateway certificate to multiple
higher-level credentials.

HVACR is an enormous consumer of energy. The HVACR
initiative provides curriculum,
lab equipment, and faculty professional development to incorporate industry-valued competencies and technology into
environmental control programs
that bridge the occupation demand gap of 1,500 workers
annually. Offering both common outcomes and foundational knowledge, the initiative’s regionally-aligned
curriculum provides transferability for those students
seeking career progression or additional stackable certificates.

Facility Management
Building energy use is often a significant drain on a company’s profits without systematic
management of its energy resources. Facility Management bridges a statewide supply/
demand gap of ~6,000 workers annually through two tracks:
Track 1 creates a Facility Management certificate within Business programs, coupled
with cultivation of an “employer ecosystem” to provide robust internship and entry-level
employment opportunities for completers.
Track 2 develops incumbent worker training through contract education to assist employers
in preparing internal candidates for Facility Management positions.

Lighting Technology

Building Energy Systems Meta-Major

Nearly 50% of the energy consumed in buildings and
homes is from lighting systems that are outdated or not
matched to occupancy requirements. The demand for
Advanced Lighting Control Technicians is driven by California’s Clean Energy and Pollution Reduction Act (SB
350), which calls for 5 billion square feet of commercial
floor space to consume Zero Net Energy by 2030. In
partnership with industry leaders, the ECU Sector provides
curriculum, lab equipment,
and faculty professional development to integrate the latest
manufacturers’ technology into
Electrical, Architectural, Lighting Design, Sustainability, and
Building Science programs.

Practically every discipline is touched by the need for
energy efficiency skills and expertise. The Building Energy Systems Professional (BESP) is a meta-major framework enabling students to enter and succeed in the
Construction, Building Science, and Advanced Energy
Systems fields. This Associates Degree program spans
the Energy, Construction, and Utilities Sector (ECU) and
yields competencies that are
transferable across multiple
occupations. Students develop
the technical background for
multiple industry recognized
credentials, and electives support a concentration on industry specialties that are in high
demand.

LEARN MORE at ECUSectorDWM.com/Initiatives
ECUSectorDWM.com

